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Patrol Motto

Patrol Motto

The Adventure: 

“Be Prepared” is the Scout motto. These are certainly good words 
to live by, and they are also a strong symbol of what Scouting  
is about.

Does your Patrol share an attitude to life? Have you ever tried to 
put it into words?

As a Patrol, talk about what you stand for, and come up with a 
motto that sums it all up in just a few words.
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It starts with Scouts.
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Plan:
• When and where will you share this adventure?
• How can your Patrol talk about what it stands 

for as a Patrol? Are there any brainstorming 
games that you can use?

• How will you try to get from an idea to the 
specific words for your motto?

• How will you present your motto and use it to 
remind you of who you are as a Patrol?

Do:
• Invent a motto that your whole Patrol can be 

proud of!  

Review: 
• What do you know now that you did not  

know before?
• How did your Patrol come up with its motto?
• What does the motto mean to you? Does it 

hold the same meaning for every Scout in  
the Patrol?

• How else can your Patrol share its personality 
with others?
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Safety Note:
The motto “Be Prepared” represents 
an important attitude toward safety. 
Whatever motto your Patrol settles 
on, it should be in harmony with the 
idea of being prepared, and with the 
Scout Law.
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